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⚫ General situation

① Shut down for resource depletion or carbon 

neutralization

② Depth: 300-1500 meters

③ Space capacity: 7 billion m3

④ Huge cost of construction ever

◼ Main coal mines

1.Deep space of coal mines in China



⚫ Conditions of underground space

① Convenient transportation and access

② Perfect surface facilities for work and living

③ At least three large-diameter vertical shafts（4.5-8.0m）

④ Intersecting tunnels at different depths

⑤ Tunnel sections (width × height): 2.5-6.5 m × 2.5-4.5 m, 

length: 20-50 km

⑥ Well-developed facilities for underground power supply, 

ventilation, drainage, etc.

⑦ Surrounding rocks primarily composed of sandstone, 

mudstone, shale, and limestone

⑧ Reinforced concrete support with anchor spraying

⑨ Inclined or vertical shafts, with man cars, cages (high-

speed elevators), and rail access to the surface

⑩ Design of the main tunnel: 50 years to permanent.

Simplified model of typical coal mine
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Horizontal tunnel
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◼ Deep underground observations

① Surface and deep underground synchronous observation

② December 2019 till now

③ Multi-physical fields

◼ Radioactivity

◼ Gravity

◼ Geomagnetic

◼ Electromagnetic

◼ Earthquake

◼ Dark micro-bios

Observation Equipment

① Rotation R-2、FOG、ixBlue-3A

① Translation
Microseismometers、Short –term and 

broadband seismometer(30-120s)

① Geomagnetism
Proton、Fluxgate、Optical pump、
SQUID

① Micro creature Water/rock samples、Species、Genome

① Magnetotelluric
Broadband、Long-term、Whole band 

continuous

① Gravity Spring gravimeter、CG5/CG6

① Radioactivity
γ rays, neutron,  water/air radon, U, Th

and K in rocks

2. Physical characteristics of deep underground environment



◼ Observation conclusion

① Radioactive safety and human habitable.

② Neutron, radioactive nuclide, and γ energy spectrum 

comparable to top international laboratories.

③ Ambient noises lower than that at the surface, especially 

for 3600s long-period signals.

④ Magnetic noise lower than the surface by two orders of 

magnitude, with significant high-frequency suppression.

⑤ High-frequency electric field superior to the surface by 

nearly two orders of magnitude.

⑥ Background vibrations at 10s - 8Hz are better than that 

at the surface about 20 to nearly 100 times.

2. Physical characteristics of deep underground environment
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① Ultra-silent（vibration、gravity）
② Ultra-clean（electromagnetic）
③ In-situ（biology and medicine）
④ Low cosmic ray background

⑤ Large fully shielded space

⑥ Suitable for human access

⑦ Convenient transportation

⑧ Perfect living facilities

⑨ Perfect working facilities

Tunnel space

Surface environment

Drilling environment

High operating cost

2. Physical characteristics of deep underground environment



Xuzhou Longdong Coal Mine

◼ Coal mining under Weishan Lake: -260 m horizontal layer

◼ Depth of the lake: 0-10 m

◼ Resource exhaustion and shut down now

◼ Approximately 20 kilometers of underground tunnels are preserved

◼ On the surface, there are living facilities such as bathing facilities, cafeteria, 

dormitories, office buildings, etc.

Comparison of Underground Noise Power Spectral Density (PSD) 

between Huaian and Xuzhou (with a difference of over 500 meters).

2. Physical characteristics of deep underground environment



3.1 Surface noise3. Deep underground observations

◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

① To avoid surface interference



◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

② Is it only for observations without noises?

3.2 High precision

✓3600s long-term surface noise is two orders of magnitude 

stronger than that of the underground

✓Compared with the surface and Mengcheng Station, 

underground environment is better

3. Deep underground observations
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◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

③ Correction of ground-based observations.

✓ Noise characterization and separation.

✓ Site effects correct

3.3 Correction

Waveforms and amplitude spectra of the M4.2 earthquake near the Yilan Sea, 

Taiwan Province, China.

(a)–(c) are the NS, EW and vertical components, respectively, 

and (d)–(f) are their amplitude spectra

Denoising with machine learning

3. Deep underground observations



3.4 Ultra-high precision

Blue: background noise PSD of LSBB in France

The 0.1mHz-mHz 

superconducting gravity 

observation can achieve nGal-

0.1nGal in deep underground, 

while the surface is mGal level

3. Deep underground observations

◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

④ Ultra-high precision observations is possible



◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

⑤ Achieve ultra-long-period stable 4D observation

3.5 Ultra-long-term3. Deep underground observations

Deep underground observation

Is it possible？

Slow earthquake，earth pulsation, tide
Natural earthquakes 

with different seismic 

phases

Microearthquake



Comparison, calibration, measuring station

◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

⑥ Comparison and calibration of instruments with 

different levels of accuracy.

3.6 Calibration 3. Deep underground observations



Comparison with LSBB in France

◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

⑦ Standard station

3.7 Standard

Comparison with Beijing Baijiatuan geomagnetic station

3. Deep underground observations
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Comparison of SQUID and fluxgate results at underground measuring points

Comparison of SQUID PSD in surface (blue), suburban 

(orange) and underground (green)

East-west

Vertical

◼ Why conduct deep underground observations

⑧ Development of wide-band ultra-low background instruments.

3.8 Instrument improvement3. Deep underground observations



◼ Is it possible to capture slow earthquakes from the seismic zone of Japan or from the Tanlu faults, 

intra-plate seismic zone by using ultra-high sensitivity, ultra-broad band displacement, gravity 

and seismic observations in deep underground?

Scientific problem 1

✓Gravity observations of nGal

sensitivity are theoretically 

required for slow earthquake 

recording from Japan

✓Whether there is slow shocks 

from Tanlu fault zone?

3. Deep underground observations



◼ More accurate inversion of source mechanism and medium structure can be 

realized with seismic observations in deep underground

Comparison of equivalent velocity models revealed by surface (a) and underground (b) observations

（Based on triangulation nearest neighbor interpolation）

3. Deep underground observations Scientific problem 2



◼ If ultra-high sensitivity and ultra-broad band seismic observations are used to monitor the first 

and second pulse peaks and mHz weak long-period signals, it is possible to explore the 

correlation between earth's deep structure, planet movement and earthquakes.

3. Deep underground observations Scientific problem 3

Deep underground observation

Is it possible？

Slow earthquake，earth pulsation, tide
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with different seismic 

phases

Microearthquake



3. Deep underground observations Scientific problem 4

◼ Coupling mechanism between multi-physical fields 



Horizontal magnetic field in Shanghai suburban

Horizontal magnetic field in Huainan deep underground

Vertical magnetic field in Huainan deep underground

◼ Attenuation of Schumann resonance in deep underground

◼ Whether the 4D geomagnetic observation of fT level can provide reliable data for the study 

of inner geomagnetic field

◼ The generation mechanisms of cardiac and brain magnetic fields and their interaction 

with the geomagnetic field.

3. Deep underground observations Scientific problem 5



① Ultra-high precision instrument 

not enough

② Electrode existing zero drift 

③ Laboratory reconstruction

4. Problems and Challenges

Observtions currently faced by



◼ Timing and positioning of instruments at deep underground space

◼ Automatic data cleaning techniques since underground interference unavoidable

◼ The necessity of monitoring and real-time data transmission

◼ lack of high-precision equipment

4. Problems and Challenges



➢ Just beginning, a beginner and learner

➢ 3 coal mine underground Labs planed

➢ More sites needed along the Tanlu Faults to 

compose a deep underground network 

➢ National Underground Lab for multiple 

disciplines

5. Prospect



THANKS！

The deep underground space permit more interesting imagination. 
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